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Abstract
Algorithmic Improvisation, also called control improvisation or controlled improvisation, is a new
framework for automatically synthesizing systems with specified random but controllable behavior.
In this talk, I will present the theory of algorithmic improvisation and show how it can be used in a
wide variety of applications where randomness can provide variety, robustness, or unpredictability
while guaranteeing safety or other properties. Applications demonstrated to date include robotic
surveillance, software fuzz testing, music improvisation, human modeling, generating test cases for
simulating cyber-physical systems, and generation of synthetic data sets to train and test machine
learning algorithms. In this talk, I will particularly focus on applications to the design of intelligent
autonomous systems, presenting work on randomized planning for robotics and a domain-specific
probabilistic programming language for the design and analysis of learning-based autonomous
systems.
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Summary

Algorithmic improvisation is a new framework for automatically synthesizing systems with
specified random but controllable behavior. Such systems are known as improvisers and have
applications in a variety of applications where randomness can provide variety, robustness,
or unpredictability in a specified, controlled manner. This framework, also termed as control
improvisation or controlled improvisation, was proposed and formalized by the author and
colleagues several years ago [2, 6, 5]. Informally, an improviser is a generator of data items
d1, d2, d3, . . . subject to three kinds of constraints:
1. Hard Constraints: Each data item di must satisfy all these constraints.
2. Soft Constraints: A data item di must satisfy these constraints as measured by a tunable

quantity, typically a probability written as 1 − δ for tunable parameter δ.
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5:2 Algorithmic Improvisation

3. Randomness Constraints: The output distribution of the improviser must satisfy specified
properties, e.g., obeying a particular distribution.

The problem of synthesizing an improviser is termed as the control (or controlled) impro-
visation problem. The papers and thesis by Fremont et al. [6, 5, 4] lay out the foundations
of the theory of control improvisation, analyzing its complexity for different variants of the
problem involving various forms of constraints.

Algorithmic improvisation has been demonstrated in a variety of applications. Here are
some of these applications:

Music improvisation, generating controlled random variations of a given melody [2];
Modeling human behavior for controlling Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices in a home
automation context [1];
Synthesizing control policies for controlling vehicles [9];
Synthesizing randomized plans for robotic surveillance [3];
Generating test inputs for software fuzz testing [4];
Generating test cases for simulating cyber-physical systems [8, 7], and
Generation of synthetic data for training and testing machine learning applications [7].

In these applications, the type of data generated by the improviser varies (music, control
policies, test inputs, images, etc.) and the formalism used to encode constraints also varies,
including logics, automata, and domain specific languages.

In this invited talk, I will give an overview of the theory of algorithmic improvisation,
give a tour of some of the key applications with a particular focus on the design of intelligent
autonomous systems, and present an outlook on the exciting future directions that remain
to be explored.
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